MODWT, PCA and Decision Tree based Fault diagnosis of Gear
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Abstract: A gearbox is an important power transmission equipment. Its maintenance is a top requirement because it is prone to a variety of failures. For gearbox fault diagnosis, techniques such as vibration monitoring have been widely used. Also, when it comes to machine Condition monitoring and fault diagnostics, feature extraction is the crucial step. For a classifier to perform accurately, it must have the appropriate discriminative information or features. Hence, this paper proposes a signal processing methodology based on Maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) and a dimensionality reduction technique i.e. principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and obtain an ideal subspace for machine fault classification. Firstly, the raw vibration signature is denoised with the help of a state-of-the-art MODWT signal processing technique to identify the hidden fault signatures. Then various traditional statistical features are extracted from this denoised signal. These multi-dimensional features are then processed with PCA and further, the Decision Tree is used for fault classification. Performance comparison of the proposed method with traditional raw analysis and without application of PCA is presented and the proposed method outperforms at every level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The gearbox is an essential component of industrial machines as it is responsible for transferring power. Gears are subjected to harsh conditions such as excessive torque, lack of lubrication, and installation issues, etc [1]. As a result of this, they are prone to several breakdowns so its maintenance is the most important criteria. According to statistics, gear faults account for 80 percent of failures in mechanical transmission systems and around 10 percent of rotating machinery failures [2]. To ensure the machine component’s long life along with its safety and reliability, condition monitoring (CM) is the foremost step [3]. Therefore, gear condition monitoring is critical to make sure that the system's productivity and efficiency are not compromised. By successfully implementing condition monitoring routines, the machine can function at its maximum capacity without having to stop for inspections at predetermined intervals.

Vibration analysis is a well-established technique for fault diagnosis and condition monitoring of the mechanical component [4,5]. Vibration analysis provides extensive information about the machinery's operational conditions. The usual vibration of the machine is altered when the fault occurs in it. So, the vibration signatures of rotating parts such as gears provide a strong indication of its health decline and give timely indications when monitored [6]. Vibration monitoring entails gathering data, processing it, and making decisions on how to proceed with maintenance. The vibration data is collected using an accelerometer that is mounted to the gearbox. Because vibration data is of the waveform type, it can be subjected to time-domain, frequency-domain, and time-frequency analysis [7]. The three primary components of fault diagnosis are characteristic signal recognition by utilizing
proper signal processing techniques, feature extraction, and fault classification. Non-stationary vibration signals of faulty gears, along with useful information contain noise that makes it quite difficult to identify weak fault transients and separate them. As a result, for this challenge, denoising, an efficacious signal processing approach should be implemented. The time-frequency distribution depicts the energy distribution of the signal for two-dimensional space (time and frequency) and provides a better description for non-stationary signals [8]. The most often used time-frequency strategies are the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [9,10], Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT) [11,12], Wigner Ville Distribution (WVD) [13,14], and Wavelet Transform (WT) [15,16]. Among all the mentioned strategies, Wavelet transform (WT) has been considered a useful approach for analyzing non-stationary signals [17]. It has demonstrated its immense power in condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of mechanical equipment due to its multi-resolution analysis property, which facilitates finding weak fault features from noisy signals [18,19]. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a popular tool for extracting time-frequency features in condition monitoring and fault diagnostics [20-22]. But, this has certain disadvantages which include the sample size must be exactly two (down-sampling) [23,24], and the values that are downsampled at each level of decomposition are discarded by DWT. The Maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) is an improved variant of the DWT, which resolves its constraints such as downsampling and sample size [25,26].

Any indicators derived from measurements via signal processing to improve the fault detection process are referred to as features. Feature extraction is a crucial stage in the fault detection process. When the feature extraction is not correct or insufficient, inaccurate classification will certainly result. For the fault diagnosis of large-scale complicated machinery, the most vital step is to extract the effective fault characteristic information from their highly dynamic signals [27]. To collect the diagnostic information, as many features as feasible can be computed. However, which feature to be used is usually subjective, resulting in instances where multiple features may provide the same information or some may provide no meaningful insights at all. The processing of these redundant features may increase the learning cost and have an impact on the condition monitoring system's real-time application; hence dimensionality reduction is required. It's crucial for the accurate classification of faults. The PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [28] approach is an ideal dimension reduction methodology that uses the minimum mean square error as a criterion. In other words, the transformed data from the original data by utilizing the principal component analysis approach will retain the majority of the original data information. This method analyses the data using second-order statistics (namely, the corresponding covariance matrix) and also extracts each redundant feature component. It solves the characteristic equation and selects the eigenvector having a larger eigenvalue as the transformation axis. This guarantees that the transformed data suffers minimum loss as compared to the original.

Expert systems [29], artificial neural networks (ANN) [30], and fuzzy logic [31] are some of the classifiers that have been used to detect faults in rotating machines in past years. Moreover, some shortcomings like the low convergence rate, evident over-fitting, and local optimal solution are easy to include in these methods, limiting their application in real-world scenarios. Furthermore, when these methods are employed to analyze insufficient training sample, they have poor generalization. The Decision Tree [32] is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is efficient and takes less time to compute. It can also make a reliable judgement even for a limited number of data samples while simultaneously having outstanding generalization performance. Many researchers have exploited the virtues of a Decision tree to classify faults in various mechanical parts such as gears, bearings, and rotor, etc [33,34].
The following are the goals of this paper:
1. To identify hidden fault signatures, the raw vibration signal was denoised using a state-of-the-art MODWT signal processing approach.
2. Various time-domain statistical features were extracted.
3. To reduce the dimensionality of the feature set PCA is used and to prepare the dataset for AI utilization.
4. Fault classification and performance comparison with and without PCA datasets using Decision Tree.

The paper is arranged as follows. Sections 2 and 3 detail the experimentation setup and methodology used, as well as the results respectively. Finally, In Section 4, the conclusion will be presented.

2. EXPERIMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY
This section describes the experimental setup utilized in the research work as well as the approach used to extract relevant information from machine vibration signals.

2.1 Experimental Setup
A gearbox diagnostic simulator (GDS) was utilized to simulate gear faults. Figure 1 depicts the investigation's experimental setup. A healthy gear as well as three gears having root crack defects of magnitude 30 percent, 50 percent, and 70 percent were considered, and by utilizing wire electrical discharge machining (Wire EDM), these defects were generated. Figure 2 depicts all the gears used for the investigation. Table 1 lists the nomenclature used for all the gears.

![Figure 1: Test rig used for experiment](image1.png)
![Figure 2: Gears with different health conditions](image2.png)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect Description</th>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>RC0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root crack of 30%</td>
<td>RC30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root crack of 50%</td>
<td>RC50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root crack of 70%</td>
<td>RC70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Methodology
Figure 3 depicts the systematic process used in fault detection of gears with different magnitudes of defects.

![Diagram of experimental methodology]

2.2.1 Data Acquisition
The accelerometer was mounted on the bearing housing and utilized to capture the vibration signal for 13Hz at 50% loading. The raw data from the gearbox was acquired using a data acquisition system (DAQ) with a sampling frequency of 25600 Hz. Five repetitions of each gear condition were made in order to provide a sufficient quantity of signals for training and testing.

2.2.2 Signal Processing
The processing was implemented on the Mathworks MATLAB release 2020b. The raw vibration signature was processed using a MODWT signal processing approach. Because the theoretical gear mesh frequency and its harmonics fit within the range of the selected decomposition level, the level of decomposition was chosen as 4 and ‘sym4’ as the mother wavelet.

2.2.3 Feature Extraction
A total of eleven-time domain statistical features were utilized for fault diagnosis in case of raw and MODWT processed data viz. Margin factor, Skewness, Shape factor, Kurtosis, Peak to Peak, RMS, Impulse factor, Standard deviation, Crest factor, Energy, and Mean.
2.2.4 Dimension Reduction
PCA then compresses the dimensions of the extracted feature datasets, maintaining as much statistical information as possible. It works by projecting a set of data onto a lower-dimensional subspace. The data is represented with no or very little collinearity in this reduced subspace.

2.2.5 Classification and Performance Evaluation
The resulted Principal Component having the highest eigenvalue is selected and utilized as an input for the Decision Tree for fault classification. The hold-out method was used for splitting the data into training and test set which is 70% for training and 30% for testing. Also, the extracted features without reducing their dimensionality i.e. without PCA application are fed as an input to the decision tree for fault classification and comparing the performance with processed features with PCA.

The confusion matrix along with the Receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve) were plotted to evaluate and compare the performance.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Signal processing
The data was collected for about twenty-five times for each gear health condition at 13 Hz speed and 50% loading condition. Following that, the data was processed using the Maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) signal processing approach, as described in the methodology section. The amplitude trend of Raw Vibration data and MODWT denoised data with fault advancement is depicted in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Figures reveal that there is no substantial indication of developing defects in raw vibration data until the fault development approaches RC70 and a few spikes are visible in the RC70 case. However, spikes are more evident in the denoised data even in the early stages of fault progression, i.e. RC30 and RC50, with the RC70 being the most noticeable.

Figure 4. Amplitude trend for Raw vibration data with fault progression
3.2 Dimensionality Reduction of Datasets

The PCA analysis of the Raw and MODWT denoised dataset is depicted in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.

Figure 5. Amplitude trend for MODWT denoised data with fault progression

Figure 6: PCA analysis of Raw features

Figure 7: PCA analysis of MODWT denoised features
PCA1 has higher variability than PCA2, as illustrated in the figures. As a result, it was chosen for both the datasets and fed into the Decision tree for fault classification.

### 3.3 Classification Results

#### 3.3.1 Classification Accuracies

Figures 17 and 18 demonstrate the confusion matrix for raw data without PCA and with PCA Application, respectively.

In the case of raw data without PCA application, the classification accuracy is 31.67% which is very less. Also, the labels i.e different gear health conditions are not categorized by the model. The highest classified label is RC70 because there is a substantial increase in its value, and the rest of the labels are misclassified. When PCA results were used, the accuracy increased to 41.67%, although it is still not up to the mark but higher than when PCA was not applied. The maximum classified labels are RC30 and RC70. When dealing with raw data, the classifier fails to distinguish between the various gear health situations.

Figures 10 and 11 depict the confusion matrix for MODWT denoised data without PCA and with PCA application, respectively.

For MODWT, the classification accuracy without PCA is 81.67% which is better than the accuracy of the raw dataset without PCA. After PCA, the accuracy increased to 95% which is way more than the accuracy of raw data set with PCA and also higher than the MODWT.
dataset without PCA. After denoising, the different gear conditions are well categorized by the model. After dimensionality reduction with PCA, the models performed better and achieved higher accuracy as illustrated in table 2.

Table 2: Accuracy of datasets with and without PCA application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raw accuracy</th>
<th>Raw accuracy with PCA</th>
<th>MODWT accuracy</th>
<th>MODWT accuracy with PCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without PCA</td>
<td>31.67%</td>
<td>41.67%</td>
<td>81.67%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve) Results

The ROC curve for raw data without PCA and with PCA is depicted in Figures 12 and 13 respectively.

![Figure 12: ROC Curve of raw data without PCA](image1)

![Figure 13: ROC Curve matrix raw data with PCA](image2)

ROC curve revealed that the PCA applied data has a higher Area under the curve (AUC) than the data without PCA which indicates that it is more closer to the true positive rate but its AUC is around 0.5 which represents that its ROC curve represents random chance.

![Figure 14: ROC Curve of raw data without PCA](image3)

![Figure 15: ROC Curve matrix raw data with PCA](image4)
The classifier with PCA has a value of 1 for both the ROC and AUC curves, indicating that the classifiers can perfectly differentiate all the positive class values from the negative class values, as shown in the figure. The AUC without PCA is around 0.966, which is also good, and there is a fair chance that the classifier will be able to discriminate positive from negative class values.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an efficient gear fault detection approach for categorizing various gear health conditions. The Maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) approach was used to process the raw vibration signals. Time-domain statistical characteristics were identified, and because it includes large dimensionality of data and redundant information, the paper uses principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensions of the extracted features and the resulting principal component being used as input to the classifiers and compares the results with those obtained without the use of PCA.

The classification results have shown that the methodology adopted to process the signal using MODWT and thereafter reducing the dimensionality of the dataset with PCA outperformed the raw results and the results without using PCA. So, it can be concluded from the findings that the dimensionality reduction in the Fault classification and diagnosis of gears is a crucial step as it yields better results.
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